Conference Information for VSA-TC
Provide necessary data to VLSI Systems and Applications Technical Committee (VSA-TC) members
to evaluate the endorsement request for Circuits and Systems Society (CASS) sponsorship
Please include your email below to track/edit your request, if necessary
* Required

1. Email address *

2. Full name of the conference *

3. Website for the conference *

4. Organizing committee information (Paste list below - name, affiliation, country)

5. Technical program committee information (Paste list below)

6. Call for Papers (Include web link)

7. Paper submission deadline *
Example: December 15, 2012
8. Conference start date *
Example: December 15, 2012
9. Conference sponsorship *
Mark only one oval per row.
Approved

Pending

None

IEEE
ACM
10. What is the type of CASS sponsorship?
Mark only one oval.
Technically (Co-)Sponsored
Financially (Co-)Sponsored
11. Do conference dates overlap with ICECS, APCCAS, LASCAS or ISCAS?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
12. Does the conference committee (steering, organizing, technical) include VSATC members?
*
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 12.
Skip to question 13.

VSATC members in organizing committee
2018 CASS guidelines for Conference Organizers

#6 The conference committees (steering, organizing and technical) must include TC members with
special interest in the conference.
13. If the answer to above question is YES, please list the VSATC member(s) with the
committee designation(s) for the conference

Acceptance ratio
2018 CASS guidelines for Conference Organizers
#10 The required acceptance ratio (ratio regular accepted papers to submitted regular papers) must
be close to 45%, excluding keynotes and Special Sessions papers, for the flagship conference
(ISCAS) and less than 50% for regional flagship conferences. An acceptance ratio of no more than
55% could be accepted for other
conferences at an early stage (less than 4 editions).
14. Anticipated acceptance ratio of regular
papers (i.e. excluding special session and
keynotes)

15. Did the conference previously have VSA-TC endorsement? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 15.
Skip to question 16.

Unknown

Skip to question 16.

Previously endorsed years
16. Please list the last three years the conference
received VSA-TC endorsement.

Conference information (context, location narrative, theme,
etc.)

17. *

A copy of your responses will be emailed to the address you provided
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